CHAOS WALKING TRILOGY by Ness
(YA Ness)
Grades 9 & up
War with the natives has killed all the women
and infected the men with a germ that
broadcasts their thoughts aloud for all to hear.
(THE KNIFE OF NEVER LETTING GO, THE
ASK AND THE ANSWER, MONSTERS OF MEN)

If we do not have what you’re
looking for, let us know and we
can have another library
send it over for you!

THE LAST SURVIVORS series by Pfeffer
(YA Pfeffer)
Grades 6-8
Miranda's disbelief turns to fear in a split
second when a meteor knocks the moon closer
to the earth. (LIFE AS WE KNEW IT, THE
DEAD AND THE GONE, THE WORLD WE
LIVE IN)

UGLIES series by Westerfeld
(YA Westerfeld)
Grades 6 & up
Tally's eerily harmonious, post apocalyptic
society gives extreme makeovers to teens on
their sixteenth birthdays, supposedly conferring
equivalent evolutionary advantages to all.
(UGLIES, PRETTIES, SPECIALS, EXTRAS)

HUNGRY CITY CHRONICLES by Reeve
(YA Reeve)
Grades 7-10
It was a dark, blustery afternoon in spring, and
the city of London was chasing a small mining
town across the dried-out bed of the old North
Sea… (MORTAL ENGINES, PREDATOR’S GOLD,
INFERNAL DEVICES, A DARKLING PLAIN)

POISON by Wooding
(YA Wooding)
Grades 6-10
Quick-witted, fierce, and fed up with living in a
community where residents view misfortune as
inevitable, Poison fights back when her baby
sister is spirited away by "phaeries."

THE FOREST OF HANDS AND TEETH by Ryan
(YA Ryan)
Grades 9 & up
Mary lives in a small village governed by the
religious Sisterhood and bordered with a fence
to keep out the Unconsecrated a horde of the
undead.
UNWIND by Shusterman
(YA Shusterman)
Grades 9 & up
In a society where unwanted teens are salvaged
for their body parts, three runaways fight the
system that would "unwind" them.
ESCAPE FROM THE FURNACE by Smith
(YA Smith)
Grades 7-10
Furnace Penitentiary: the world's most secure
prison for young offenders, buried a mile
beneath the earth's surface. (LOCKDOWN,
SOLITARY, DEATH SENTENCE)
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Read-a-likes

STORM THIEF by Wooding
(YA Wooding)
Grades 6 & up
Orokos is a city of chaos, lashed by probability
storms that re-order the world wherever they
strike. It covers every inch of the rocky island
that it dominates. It has stood for so long that
history has forgotten it.

Visit our Book List Binders in the
Teen Space for more titles, series
information, and book covers!
To report, learn about, or
discuss abuse call the
National Domestic Violence hotline

1-800-799-SAFE
or visit www.ndvh.org
If you are in crisis, call

1-800-SUICIDE
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If you liked THE HUNGER
GAMES, here are more
books you might like!
Old Bridge Public Library
Central Branch
One Old Bridge Plaza,
Municipal Center
Route 516 and Cottrell Rd
(732) 721-5600 ext 5028
www.oldbridgelibrary.org

THE DIARY OF PELLY D. by Adlington
(YA Adlington)
Grades 7 & up
Toni V, a construction worker on a futuristic
colony, finds the diary of a teenage girl whose
life has been turned upside-down by holocaustlike events.
FEED by Anderson
(YA Anderson)
Grades 8 & up
Titus meets Violet, a girl who cares about what's
happening to the world and challenges
everything Titus and his friends hold dear. A
girl who decides to fight the feed.
SHIP BREAKER by Bacigalupi
(YA Bacigalpui)
Grades 7 & up
Nailer, a teenage boy, works the light crew,
scavenging for copper wiring just to make quota
- and hopefully live to see another day.
THE COMPOUND by Bodeen
(YA Bodeen)
Grades 8 & up
Eli and his family have lived in their
underground Compound for six years. Eli's
father built the Compound to keep them safe.
But are they safe - really?

MATCHED TRILOGY by Condie
(YA Condie)
Grades 7 & up
Cassia has always trusted the Society to make
the right choices for her. But was it a glitch that
showed another face at her matching
ceremony? (MATCHED, CROSSED)

GONE series by Grant
(YA Grant)
Grades 7 & up
In the blink of an eye everyone disappears.
GONE. Except for the young. Teens. Middle
schoolers. Toddlers. But not one single adult.
(GONE, HUNGER, LIES, PLAGUE, FEAR )

LITTLE BROTHER by Doctorow
(YA Doctorow)
Grades 10 & up
When your government becomes Big Brother,
it takes a Little Brother to bring it down.

GIRL IN THE ARENA by Haines
(YA Haines)
Grades 9 & up
Pacifist Lyn has to decide between becoming the
wife of the man who killed her step-father or
protecting her family's future by entering the
arena herself.

INCARCERON series by Fisher
(YA Fisher)
Grades 7 & up
Incarceron is a prison so vast that it contains not
only cells, but also metal forests, dilapidated
cities, and vast wilderness. Finn is sure he came
from Outside Incarceron, but few believe there
is an Outside. (INCARCERON, SAPPHIQUE)
TRUANCY series by Fukui
(YA Fukui)
Grades 8-10
Fighting against the Mayor and his repressive
Educators is a group of former students called
the Truancy, whose goal is to take down the
system by any means possible - at any cost.
(TRUANCY, TRUANCY ORIGINS)

NOMANSLAND by Hauge
(YA Hauge)
Grades 7 & up
A group of teen Trackers are taught to resist
anything that prevents them from working as a
soulless unit. Then they discover a hidden cache
of teen magazines from Before.
RASH by Hautman
(YA Hautman)
Grades 7 & up
Bo’s camp’s sadistic overseer recruits him to play
football. The illegal sport is brutally violent but
exhilarating.

SEVEN KINGDOMS TRILOGY by Cashore
(YA Cashore)
Grades 9 & up
Katsa has been able to kill a man with her bare
hands since she was eight - she's a Graceling,
one of the rare people in her land born with an
extreme skill. (GRACELING, FIRE,
BITTERBLUE)

SALT TRILOGY by Gee
(YA Gee)
Grades 7 & up
When Company soldiers press-gang the poor,
they capture Hari's father and assign him to the
salt mines of Deep Salt. Hari follows,
determined to save him even though no one
ever returns from Deep Salt. (SALT, GOOL,
THE LIMPING MAN)

THE GIVER TRILOGY by Lowry
(YA Lowry)
Grades 6-9
When Jonas turns 12, he is singled out to
receive special training from The Giver. Now, it's
time for Jonas to receive the truth. There is no
turning back. (THE GIVER, GATHERING BLUE,
MESSENGER)

THE SUPERNATURALIST by Colfer
(YA Colfer)
Grades 6-9
Fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill enters the world
unwanted by his parents. He's sent to the
Clarissa Frayne Institute for Parentally
Challenged Boys. Freight class.

EON series by Goodman
(YA Goodman)
Grades 8 & up
Eon has been studying the ancient art of
Dragon Magic, hoping he’ll be able to
apprentice to one of the twelve energy dragons
of good fortune. But he also has a dark secret.
He is actually Eona. (EON, EONA)

TRASH by Mulligan
(YA Mulligan)
Grades 7-10
Kids live in a garbage dump, where they dig
looking for anything that could be profitable.
When an important person loses something
valuable in the refuse, the three boys embark on
an engrossing, sobering mystery.
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